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Introduction 
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The difference between the previous versions of CATIA and 
CATIA V5 is the possibility to create models via parametric design. The 
means that a model can be scaled to fit different applications, however, 
with the same basic functions (interface, attachments contours).

The benefit of this feature is that a standard part can be 
developed that incorporates a lot of detailed information (strength, 
kinematics etc) and simply can be applied for different sized application. 

The objective here is to investigate the application of this 
powerful feature by developing a simple part (so-called power copy), 
apply basic rules and constraints for this part and finally investigate what 
happens if the detailed (developer owned and protected information) is 
removed. 



Project objectives
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•CATIA V5 has a powerful feature: it can parametrically modify the same 

part’s models to fit in multiple interior applications.

•This feature is not yet explored to it full extend.

•The main objectives of this thesis are : 
•Investigate the parametric design feature and it’s application in the design of a door handle 

assembly (scale models to fit different applications with the same basic functions (interface, 

attachments contours, mechanical characteristics)

•Define the boundary conditions and the physic rules for door handle assembly

•Create a simple scalable (power copy) model of a door handle assembly

•Demonstrate the application of the power copy model in different applications

• Investigate if specs can be CASCADED DOWN TO COMPONENTS

•Investigate how the intellectual property can be protected when the model is send outside 

the developer organisation



Target
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•Define the main parameters 

•Create a power copy CATIA V5 model 

•Manipulate the parameters via an Excel table

•Define the boundary conditions

•Define the behavior of door assembly



Customer requirements for handle 
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• Easy to open 

• Self-position after opening 

• Ergonomic design

• Applicable in multiple interiors

• Reliable 

• Crash resistant 

• Esthetics



Benchmarking – door handles
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Toyota Camry 2007 Toyota Auris

BMW E36Mercedes 



Benchmarking - Door lock mechanism

Bowden
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Golf – latch

Wire with 
bowden

Mercedes A class – latch



Understanding the physics
and it’s implementation in 

CATIA
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Understanding the physics – Input design parameters
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X – distance between pull 

force and axis of pin

F – pulling force

α – angle of unlocking 

FB – force of wire

F



Example 1: carry release handle 
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Carry over (input) Latch performance  
(output)

Position latch be 
designed (what is the 
best position)

What is the Bowden cable 
displacement, the wire 
geometry, and latch release 
forces and how this influence 
operating efforts



Example 2: carry over latch (investigated)
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Release handle design and 
position (output)

Carry over latch 
(input)



Understanding the physics – conditions that the handle has to 
survive (experiment information Mercedes A class) 
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Test speed : 100 mm/ min

F= 500 N
Temperature   +23°

Force 350 N
Temperature    +70°

-20 °

Direction y –axis
Speed 50 mm/ min

Area: whole area of grip



Understanding the physics – conditions that the handle has 
to survive (experiment information Mercedes A class)
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4 cycles in one minute

20 000 cycles on room temperature

10 000 cycles + 80

10 000 cycles – 20

50 cycles – 40

10 000 cycles +40 92% air wetness

Bowden has to be 
fixed like this 
x-y max 3 mm elastic 
deformation



Understanding the physics – conditions that the handle has 
to survive (experiment information Mercedes A class)
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Strength of spring

• Not known in these experiments (but effects the return of the handle 
in first position)

• Has to survive 60 G for 30 s in a centrifuge

(the door can not be open under this condition)

• 40 G Shock test  for 30 ms



Understanding the physics – static case
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Ro – force of reaction in pin
Rp – force of reaction in pad
Fl – force in latch
Fr – force of pull

To be analyzed with FEA
(Finite Element Analysis)
To be analyzed with FEA
(Finite Element Analysis)



Understanding the physics – kinematic case
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Fl – force in latch
Fr – force of pull

Fr Fl

30º

Closed position

Open position

l

l1

This is the case when the handle 
is moving from closed to open 
position and creates an angle of 30º. 

Forces applied on the handle in 
this case are:
• force of pull 
• the distance of its application
• moment of the spring 
• the force of latch and the 
distance of its application.

Investigating this case we can 
find out what is the moment of spring 
and get spring specifications using 
AutoCAD  Mechanical  or Mechsof.



What is a Power Copy model
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A Power Copy is a simple, scalable 3D model, representing the 
complex real model, on which we can apply the same set of specific 
features of the real model (geometric elements, formulas, constraints, rules, 
checks and so forth). 

These can be grouped in order to be used in a different context,
and presenting the ability to be completely redefined by parameters when 
inserted.

Power Features capture the design intent and know-how of the 
designer thus enabling greater reusability and efficiency
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CATIA power copy model
Outer side

Inner side

Latch

Door panel

Wire 

Pin 

Handle



Functional parameters 

Thickness of handle

(dependant from moment of resistance)

Force in spring

Rotation angle
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Rotation angle – value gained from 
experimental measuring



Dependence of thickness of door handle of   
moment of resistance
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Average maximal hand forces
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For age group 21 to 60 
years, for female for 
horizontal force 
application:

Mean Force = 233[N]

For age group 21 to 60 
years, for male for 
horizontal force 
application:

Mean Force = 347[N]

Used force in the equation is the 
mean force for males



Material specification
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Used material specifications

Yield strength for Aluminum  210Yield strength for Aluminum  210

215 M215 Mppa a [N/mm²]



Include the occupant ergonomics
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Ergonomic parameters

•Handle length

•Depth behind handle

•4 finger handle
•2 finger handle



Ergonomic measurements
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Used measurements of male 
50% ile for hand length, hand 
width, and 4 finger length



Assembly parameters excel table
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Configuration 1
Configuration 2
Configuration 3



Formulas between parameters
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Door panel 
formulas 

Door handle 
formulas 

Assembly 
formulas 



Conclusion
With the created power copy model is shown that the time for building 
several designs of one model can be reduced using the parametric
design – manipulating parameters via Excel table and formulas. 

This power copy model contains created base with information 
for the physic rules that have to be included in the design of the 
model and also the ergonomic rules and measurements. These bases
help the designer so he would not have to do them anew for every
design.

But if we want to make a big change of some features from this 
created power copy model, or deleting them, the model will show 
errors because of the constraints and relations.

So this project is taken one step further and it is developed the 
idea for a Minimal power copy model.



Minimal power copy model
With a goal the designer to be unrestrained with a completely 

defined power copy model, it is suggested minimal model (basic power 
copy model) who has the ergonomic and physics restraints given in points 
and elementary shapes and parameters that can be manipulated with 
table. They serve as a frame for which the detail geometry is connected. It 
is going to be a template for work of the designers. 
Characteristics of this model are:

•Basic sketch (in certain plane) that is created with elementary geometry (points and lines 
and elementary surface forms and parameters)  which is not erasable as a base.

•Parameters from the basic sketch are constrained and manipulated with and excel table 
and formulas.

•In the same plane of the basic sketch the designer forms new sketch that are using the 
parameters from the base by restraining them with the corresponding geometric elements 
from the basic sketch.

•Real geometry can be modeled/ erased multiple times but the basic sketch always remains.



Minimal power copy model



The goal of the created model of a door handle is not to define all 
geometric (design) details, but to give a common base model with
simple geometry - a functional base model (called a power copy 
model) with given constraints, functionality and parameters, that can 
be further used as a base for future detailed design of different 
models of door handles.

Using this model, it wouldn't be necessary to define again the 
functionality, which means ergonomic, strength and kinematic 
constraints, relations and formulas for the parameters, which saves 
engineering time. All this knowledge is implemented in the power
copy model, which the designer will just have to upgrade with 
geometric details.

Conclusion



Protection of the model
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•Send out a “dead” model – a model without history, so 
it will not be changed

•Products and manufacturing processes shall be 
securely protected before they are copied or imitated. 

•Duplicate development and the infringement of the 
property rights of third parties shall be avoided by the 
evaluation of patent literature
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Thank you for your 
attention


